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Down

1. A positive person sees this as half full
3. ........... people are more fun to be arround
4. A positive word
5. Remember, you can always ....... a better thought
8. You have the power to turn the ordinary into the 
.......
11. Try to see this in everyone and everything
12. Feeling this every day helps you to stay positive
16. Always believe in
18. These start to go away when you begin to think 
positively
19. Doing this helps your dreams come true
20. Something that causes you to feel nagitive
21. Make goals and ......... big!

Across

2. You can choose to be this
6. Something you should wear everyday
7. Don't worry, everyone makes ....... once in a while
9. Your thoughts have ........ , so be careful what you 
think
10. Always try to keep these positive
13. You will see it when you .......
14. You cannot change what happens, but you can 
change your ..... about it
15. Instead of saying ''I can't'!' say ''I ....... '!'
17. This person always needs to be your best friend
22. Another word of being positive
23. Each and every thought you think creates your 
........
24. A ....... mind will never give you a positive life
25. The opposite of impossible
26. How you feel when you think positively
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Your body hears everything your mind says. Stay Positive 
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